
Raw Data xxx.dat.x

MPD Decoder

GEM analysis

xxx.root file

Current data process procedure:

MPD Decoder  

Parse GEM data from the raw data block


Calculate Common mode, common mode subtraction 


Calculate Pedestal 


Zero subtraction( sigma cut on the strips)


crosstalk check( nearby channels, ratio)


re-order APV channels according to map


Save as root file


GEM Analysis  

Cluster searching, cluster matching


detector analysis 


Hit distribution


Cluster distribution


cluster ADC, cluster size distribution


Charge share ratio


hit time distribution


etc…




Current status:
MPD Decoder 

Batch Mode are fully functional for MPD4-VME version.(work in 
terminal)


GUI version 


Raw mode have been finished


other functions will be added soon


GEM Analysis (fully functional for mpd4) 



Current status:
MPD Decoder 

Raw mode


Decode the data, display by MPDs


zero subtraction mode 


strip hit distribution after common mode subtraction and 
zero subtraction( effective GEM signals)


identify crosstalk


display the histogram before zero subtraction, after zero 
subtraction and histogram after crosstalk removal 


Pedestal mode 


Calculate pedestals of each channel


Hit 


basically the same as “zero subtraction mode”, only 
display the status of each thread


CPU/thread  information


estimated time left


etc


Analysis


GEM analysis




Some Main Changes:
MPD Decoder 

Code structure.  


make the current code loss coupled


new root based Signal/Slot Communication Mechanism for 
the GUI communication


new data structure. Universal data structure  during the 
event process procedure(more convenient for crosstalk 
algorithm etc.)


New libconfig++ based GUI, detector, Data analysis 
configuration file


New map format


 Old Map format


MPDID, GEMID, dimension, ADCID, I2C, Pos, Invert


New map format:


Items, CrateID/ssp, Layer, MPDID, GEMID, dimension, 
ADCID, I2C, Pos, Invert


Ready for the multi-VME multi-sap usage


Add the CrateID/ssp information in the Hash key 
calculation algorithm. 


new map decoder


Some other feature:


Some Macro definition. Code can be 
compile differently by change makefile 
parameter(GUI emit signal or higher 
efficiency batch mode).



Current status:
MPD Decoder 

Raw mode


Decode the data, display by MPDs


zero subtraction mode 


strip hit distribution after common mode subtraction and 
zero subtraction( effective GEM signals)


identify crosstalk


display the histogram before zero subtraction, after zero 
subtraction and histogram after crosstalk removal 


Pedestal mode 


Calculate pedestals of each channel


Hit 


basically the same as “zero subtraction mode”, only 
display the status of each thread


CPU/thread  information


estimated time left


etc


Analysis


GEM analysis




Some other Features of the code:

S e t t h e p a t t e r n o f 
filename. Generate the 
o u t p u t fi l e n a m e 
according to the file 
name pattern

Raw data, Pedestal file input dialog

Work mode

Choose Event/Set 
event limitation

1,CPU/thread information 
2,Canvas

Status bar(Work status notifications)



Some other Features of the code:

Set -> APV Map Wizard 

Detector Mapping Wizard( still under development)


generate Detector map 


Load previous map


Modify previous setting


can switch easily between new and old map format


Current Setting…



Plan for next week

Optimize the new data structure


new decoder based on the new data structure


Add the crosstalk identification and removal algorithm


add the other functions, Zero subtraction mode, 
pedestal mode, hit mode…


…..


MPD4_SSP compatible ….


Map Wizard and other features?


https://github.com/Jiansiyu/ROOT_GUI

I am keep updating and changing the code. 
Preliminary version is available at github. 

Any suggestions, contributions are 
welcome!

https://github.com/Jiansiyu/ROOT_GUI

